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2013 Bioblitz at Intervale Lowlands Preserve
As though summoned by the genie who orchestrated all those 1970s Happenings,
a crowd started to gather at Intervale Lowlands Preserve and kept on gathering,
with the bat and moth specialists arriving as the birders and the butterfliers
started slowly leaving, taking in the spectacular landscape and the gorgeous
weather, with abundant sunshine transmogrifying undulating fields of black-eyed
Susans into motionless waves of intense cadmium yellow. Billowing fair
weather cumulus clouds in a deep cerulean sky splattered the fields and the
woods and the river with drifting shadows.
At 9:00 a.m. Jerry Jenkins gave a brief talk about the flora of Intervale
Lowlands, and as he sketched a brief history of the work of glaciers and loggers
on the landscape, putting the age of the woods at about thirty years, at least sixty
participants listened carefully. A man to my left wore waders and a woman on
the far side of the group had a small mammal trap, someone else had a net to
catch dragonflies and someone had one obviously intended for fish.
After the various specialists spent the morning in the field most of us
gathered in front of Larry Master’s house on the preserve, where he provided an
excellent lunch of cold cuts and salads and hummus, to mention but a few of the
comestibles. The camaraderie felt as palpable as my sandwich and potato salad,
and I heard my lips click in a wide smile as a sort of chain reaction of smiles
spread through the group.
Despite the presence of almost seventy naturalists swarming all over the
preserve our group saw remarkably few other people, and at one point I almost
tripped over someone kneeling beside the trail, a field lens in hand,, in a stand of
flowers. A moment later we headed across a field and heard the hysterical
screams of an American kestrel, whose nest with young, we realized, we had
approached too closely.
See Ezra Schwartzberg’s more technical summary on page 4, and his
list of Bioblitz Links on page 6.

—John Thaxton
Intervale Lowlands Preserve
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President’s Message
NNYA
Northern New York Audubon, Inc.

Board of Directors
Leah Valerio
President
Tupper Lake (518) 359-7800
Larry Master, PhD
Vice-President
Lake Placid (518) 645-1545
Leslie Karasin
Treasurer
Saranac Lake (518) 891-2193
Kathleen Wiley
Secretary
Keene Valley (518) 576-6405

Alan Belford Saranac Lake
Michael Burgess, PhD Ausable Fks
Joan Collins Long Lake
Thomas Cullen Childwold
Lisa Godfrey Norristown, PA
Glenn Johnson, PhD Potsdam
Lewis Lolya Paul Smiths
Brian McAllister Saranac Lake
Melanie McCormack Keene
Peter O’Shea Fine
Angelina Ross Norwood
Jacob Straub, PhD Plattsburgh
John Thaxton Keene
Pat Thaxton Keene
Mary Beth Warburton Potsdam
Eileen Wheeler Canton

As I begin my tenure as President of NNYA, I must pause to thank outgoing
President Charlotte Demers. During her six years as Board President she carefully supervised the merger of HPAS and SLAA, oversaw the Cullman Grant
program and continued to grow both the membership and treasury. Thank you,
Charlotte for your enthusiasm and dedication. I have some big shoes to fill! I
would also like to welcome our newest Board members—Dr. Michael Burgess,
Thomas Cullen, Lisa Godfrey, Lewis Lolya and Dr. Jacob Straub. I look forward to meeting you at our first Board meeting together in September.
My does time fly! The summer is almost over and boy have we been
busy. Several members participated in a Bioblitz at Intervale Lowlands Preserve
in Lake Placid. Some highlights include 23 new plant species, 33 new species of
fungi, 10 new fishes and two new mammals. The most heavily recorded group
for the Bioblitz was Lepidoptera, with almost 200 moth species recorded to date.
Thanks to all those who participated!
A few of us also spent a gorgeous day on Catlin Lake in the Huntington
Wildlife Forest for our annual outing. We observed an adult Common Loon with
a chick, a mature and an immature bald eagle turning lazy circles in the sky and
had a lovely lunch at a traditional Adirondack lean-to overlooking the water.
I look forward to the coming year with enthusiasm. From supporting
important conservation work in the Adirondack Park to hosting wonderful outings, I’m proud to be a part of such a wonderful organization.

—Leah Valerio
Catlin Lake John Thaxton

Northern New York Audubon, Inc.
A chapter of National Audubon Society
serving the Adirondack, Champlain
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is published by Northern New York
Audubon, Inc.
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Look for NNYA on Facebook—We maintain an active
Facebook Page with events,
membership information, links
and all kinds of other cool
stuff!
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Saturday September 14, 2013
Huntington Wildlife Forest
Newcomb
A beautiful 3 mile walk in the privately owned Huntington
Wildlife Forest. We will be walking along a level dirt road
that parallels a lovely marsh at the west end of Rich Lake.
The walk continues to a small pond and includes both conifer and hardwood habitats. Plan on two to three hours of
easy walking.
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Meet: At the Adirondack Interpretive Center, 5922 State
Route 28N Newcomb, NY
Leader: Charlotte Demers
Registration: Call the AIC at (518) 582-2000 or
email aic@esf.edu
Bring: Appropriate layers of apparel, sturdy footwear, and
water.

Saturday, October 12, 2013
Sucker Brook Trail - AIC
Newcomb
This 1.0-mile trail runs along the outlet to Rich Lake providing opportunities to glimpse mink and otter in the open
water. The surrounding hardwood forest is a great place to
spot pileated woodpeckers. There are some open areas including an abandoned beaver pond that is a great spot for
kingbirds and flycatchers.
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Meet: At AIC, 5922 StateRoute 28N, Newcomb, NY
Leader: Adirondack Interpretive Center staff
Registration: Call (518) 582-2000 or email aic@esf.edu
Bring: Appropriate layers of apparel, sturdy footwear, and
water.

Saturday, November 9, 2013
Huntington Wildlife Forest
Newcomb
After checking out the bird feeders at the AIC, we will car
pool to the northern portion of the 15,000 acre Huntington
Wildlife Forest. We will be walking about 2 miles (1 mile
out and return via the same route) on a flat gravel road. The
road is adjacent to a shallow lake (Deer Lake) and winds
through both soft wood and hardwood forest. There is also a
variety of age classes which will hopefully provide good
viewing opportunities.Plan on two to three hours of easy
walking.
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Meet: At the AIC, 5922 State Route 28N, Newcomb, NY
Leader: Charlotte Demers
Registration: Call AIC (518) 582-2000 or aic@esf.edu
Bring: Appropriate layers of apparel, sturdy foorwear,
water

Crown Point Bird Banding Association
2013 Report
The Crown Point Banding Association opened the Crown
Point Banding Station on May 3, 2013. Thus began the
38th consecutive year this Station has banded birds at the
Crown Point State Historic Site of Lake Champlain peninsula of the same name. Established in 1976 by J.M.C
“Mike” Peterson, this banding station has been monitoring
spring migrant birds longer than all but a few banding stations in North America east of the Mississippi River.
Current plans for the Station in 2014 are for it
to open of Friday, May 2, 2014 and to close on Sunday
morning, May 18, 2014.
In 2011 Lake Champlain was at record flood levels
(103+ feet); this year the lake was at a level often seen in
early summer (99.5 feet). “The Swamp Net” area was so
dry that rubber boots were not needed to tend the nets: a
first. The red fox put in an appearance close to the north
nets on two occasions, but did not bother the nets. Most of
the time it was nowhere to be seen. In 2010 the birds had
lots of ticks, particularly common yellowthroats. We saw
only one bird with a tick this year. However, banders were
regularly attacked by ticks.
In 2011 we banded 106 black-capped chickadees,
a record number for the Station, but only 10 in 2012. This
year we banded 3. None of the chickadees from 2011 has
been recaptured at the Crown Point Station or elsewhere.
However, we did capture a female chickadee which was 7
year, 11 months old. It had been banded in 2006 and recaptured every year but one (2008) since its initial banding.
This bird “belongs” to Eliza Howard, one of our certificate
holders, who released it.
The station banded one new species this year:
Carolina wren. While this species has been in the Champlain Valley for a long time—a nest with young was documented in Port Henry in 1981—this is the first reported
observation of the species on the Crown Point Peninsula.
Since 1976 the Station has banded 106 species.
Mike Peterson assisted for two days this year.
2013 Species List:
Sharp-shinned hawk 2, American woodcock 1, northern
flicker 1, yellow-bellied flycatcher 1, least flycatcher 5,
eastern kingbird 1, tree swallow 3, barn swallow 1, blue jay
20, black-capped chickadee 3, eastern tufted titmouse 2,
Carolina wren 1, house wren 1, ruby-crowned kinglet 1,
eastern bluebird 5, veery 4, Swainson’s thrush 1, hermit
thrush 1, wood thrush 2, American robin 15, gray catbird
19, brown thrasher 1, European starling 2, warbling vireo
1, red-eyed vireo 1, Nashville warbler 4, chestnut sided
warbler 1, yellow warbler 13, magnolia warbler 1, Cape
May warbler 1, black-throated blue warbler 2, yellowrumped warbler 93, black-throated green warbler 1, prairie
warbler 1, palm warbler (western) 9, palm warbler (yellow)
2, black and white warbler 2, American redstart 9, northern
waterthrush 3, common yellowthroat 19, northern cardinal
1, chipping sparrow 2, field sp 1, Savannah sp 1, song sp 6,
Lincoln’s sp 4, swamp sp 2, white-throated sp 34, whitecrowned sp 4, red-winged blackbird 3, brown-headed cowbird 1, orchard oriole 3, Baltimore oriole 8, American goldfinch 6.

—Gordon Howard
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2013 Bioblitz at Intervale
Lowlands Preserve
.
This year’s Adirondack All Taxa Biological Inventory
(AATBI) Bioblitz was held at Intervale Lowlands Preserve
and was a great success. Roughly 70 scientists and nature
enthusiasts turned out for the July 21st event, which was coorganized by Larry Master and Ezra Schwartzberg. The
goal of the Bioblitz was to identify as many flora and fauna
as possible in a 24-hour period. We stretched the 24-hour
rule a bit by also hosting “Moth Nights” the night before
and the night of the Bioblitz. The Moth Nights were well
attended and much enjoyed by Bioblitzers, their families,
and members of the local community. Mary Thill wrote a
great blog post for Adirondack Life at http://
www.adirondacklifemag.com/blogs/2013/07/22/nightlifein-the-adirondacks-counting-moths/.
The official Bioblitz activities started in the
early hours of July 21st. Local Taxonomic Working Group
(TWIG) leaders and their teams of volunteers surveyed Intervale Lowlands, targeting birds, dragonflies and damselflies, small mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, fungi,
and plants. Our aim was two-fold: to add to the ongoing
baseline inventory at Intervale Lowlands (see: http://
intervalelowlands.org/biological-inventory/) and to add to
the growing AATBI inventory across the Park (See: http://
www.paulsmiths.edu/ATBI/index.php). This year’s Bioblitz
effort was successful for both AATBI and Intervale Lowlands. As a group we made approximately 866 observations
to document a total of 542 species on the Preserve. This
effort increased our inventory from approximately 760 to
1025 species. Highlights include previously un-recorded
species from the preserve for three taxa that have been
fairly well surveyed over the past couple of years such as
birds, mammals, and plants. Additions of barred owl
brought the bird species count up to 158, masked shrew and
smokey shrew increased our mammal count to 28 species,
and a targeted effort headed by Jerry Jenkins added 15 or so
new plants to the preserve’s already extensive list of around
350 species. We also made advances in documenting taxa
that had previously received little attention, including 15
fishes, 48 fungi, 14 ants, 27 ground beetles, and about 150
moth species.
This Bioblitz made other advances on the
“technology front”. All of the Bioblitz observation data
were recorded using two online and smartphone compatible
programs, eBird (for birding observations) and iNaturalist
(for everything else). This year’s event at Intervale Lowlands was the first time we used these programs to record
observations and share data, and so far has proved to be a
great aid to data entry. The data generated are accessible to
the public for free and can be viewed on their websites by
visiting the urls listed in the “Links” section below.
Next year’s Bioblitz location has yet to be
determined. It will likely be a larger event much like the
2012 Saranac Lake Bioblitz. Larry Master is also interested
in hosting Bioblitzes yearly at Intervale Lowlands. Please
contact us using our contact form at http://
intervalelowlands.org/contact/ if you are interested in receiving future information.
--Ezra Schwartzberg
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The Crossley ID Guide: Raptors
Richard Crossley, Jerry Liguori, Brian Sullivan
Flexible Hard Cover; 286 pages; 183 color photos; $29.95
Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ

When we realized all the birders who had signed up for the
trip up Whiteface to see Bicknell’s thrush were present, we
gathered them in a circle so everyone could tell the group
their name and where they came from, and as soon as the
last person spoke a Honda Civic came racing toward us way
too quickly—the driver braked extremely hard, skidding to
a stop about two feet from the tailgate of my car. A man
jumped out and, in a moderate to heavy English accent,
said, “Richard Crossley here.”
Everyone felt honored to meet the extraordinary
birder and photographer who had conceived of and actually
delivered his revolutionary Crossley ID Guide, a stunning
compilation of astonishingly phantasmagoric photo montages of a given species in all manner of plumages and in all
sorts of light, at every age and molt and in the habitat where
they occur. After a very short time near the top of the
Whiteface Highway Crossley matter-of-factly demonstrated
his jaw-dropping birding skills—of the six Bicknell’s
thrushes we saw he saw five of them first, while delivering
a talk on their habitat preferences and where to look for
them.
When we found ourselves enveloped by billowing,
darkening clouds that reduced the view to thirty yards or
less, Crossley strutted up and down the highway, exclaiming, “This is so atmospheric, so intensely atmospheric, I
love it.”
Crossley’s new book, a comprehensive guide to
North American raptors co-written with Jerry Liguori and
Brian Sullivan, will make your head spin with the sheer
bravura of the photo montages and the humbling scope and

authority of the text, which does a seamless job of modulating between armchair/anecdotal-style introductory passages
and highly technical descriptions. For example, here’s a
few sentences from the introduction to the species account
of northern harrier: “Late afternoon light splashes gold
across a western marsh. In the distance 2 silhouettes float
inches above the windblown reeds…Occasional flashes of
brilliant white across the rump reveal their identity, as they
turn in an instant, pouncing on an unsuspecting rodent below.”
And here’s a bit of technical description: “The primary coverts on many adult females are washed grayish and
barred darker; these are generally plain brownish on juveniles. Some adult females have distinct golden streaking
throughout the head. Eye color on females changes from
dark brown to yellow over the first 3 years.”
The anecdotal set pieces depicting the birds as you
would probably experience them generate a much more
relaxed tone throughout the text than the technical species
description ever could, and they mirror Crossley’s sort of
laid back, Zen master’s gestalt approach to bird identification: “The Crossley ID series is intended as a halfway
house between reality and old school traditional guides…
Get a nice comfortable seat, perhaps a glass of wine or a
pint of beer, and start looking at it…The most important
thing is to enjoy the book…Please never forget two things:
First, the best birders are the best because they’ve made
more mistakes than everyone else—they have also learned
from them.
(continued on page 6)
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(continued from previous page)
Second, it is the voyage of discovery that is most exciting.”
The photo montages alone justify the price of admission—the book features five, two-page spreads of redtailed hawk, two, two-page spreads of red-shouldered hawk
and two, two-page spreads of American kestrel, with each
spread depicting a dozen or so birds in all kinds of light,
plumage, molt and age. I can’t decide whether taking the
photographs or photoshoping them into this stunning series
of species specific habitats represents the greater achievement, albeit the photographer clearly made a Herculean
attempt to capture a definitive spectrum of variation within
each species.
And there’s more: while most of the plates identify
the bird depicted, some of the plates have numbers next to
the photos and amount to quizzes, with answers in the back
of the book. I easily identified some of the quiz birds,
missed others embarrassingly badly, but I had fun and
learned quite a few very cool raptor ID tricks.
Bravo!

—John Thaxton

Bioblitz Links:
The recording, reporting and archiving of its data represented an important element of the Bioblitz, with most
participants entering their results into online databases set
up in a data center in situ. PCs, tablets and mobile
phones all served as input devices, and the Luddites
among the Bioblitzers had technical assistance available
in real time.
Do check out these links and discover some of the
findings of this amazing event.
—JT
Intervale Lowlands Preserve: http://intervalelowlands.org/
biological-inventory/
Adirondack Research, LLC: http://adkres.org/
eBird Intervale Lowlands: http://ebird.org/ebird/GuideMe?
src=changeDate&getLocations=hotspots&hotspots=L77216
2&parentState=USNY&reportType=location&monthRadio=on&bMonth=01&
eMonth=12&bYear=1900&eYear=2013&continue.x=27&c
ontinue.y=4&continue=Continue
iNaturalist Intervale Lowlands: http://www.inaturalist.org/
lists/83542-Intervale-Lowlands-Preserves-Check-List

Rusty Blackbirds (Euphagus carolinus)
in Adirondack Park: Needle in a
Haystack, or Just Missing?
A Report to Northern New York Audubon Society
Stacy McNulty, Research Associate/Associate Director
Adirondack Ecological Center,
State University of New York College of Environmental
Science and Forestry
September 27, 2012

Summary: From May-July 2012, breeding Rusty Blackbirds (Euphagus carolinus; RUBL or rusty) were sought in
previously-occupied locations in the Adirondack Mountains
of New York. Volunteers searched 13 sites at eight major
wetland complexes for breeding RUBLs. Two sites had
adult birds present but no nests or fledglings were detected.
The birds’ detectability is very low and it is possible
RUBLs still occupy these high-quality sites. Alternately, the
sites may be less suitable due to changes in forest structure
or hydrology which should be further investigated. Project
results indicate repeated visits in April-June are necessary
to detect breeding birds. Given the RUBLs’ southern breeding range limit across northeastern North America has retracted north in recent decades, these data provide further
evidence that Rusty Blackbirds may be less likely to breed
in the Adirondacks in the future.

Introduction: The Rusty Blackbird (Euphagus carolinus)
experienced perhaps the most significant decline ever documented among extant North American birds (>90% since
1960; Greenberg and Droege 1999, Niven et al. 2004). The
factors responsible for this boreal wetland bird’s decline are
unknown (Greenberg and Matsuoka 2010). One such factor
may be increased Rusty Blackbird nest predation by squirrels, jays, raptors or other species, with climate change and
timber harvest as possible underlying causes.
RUBLs typically nest in young spruce-fir forest adjacent to riparian or beaver-influenced wetlands or in stunted
conifers of peatlands. Powell et al. (2010) found RUBL
fledging rates in recently logged sites were half rates in 20to 30-year-old Maine stands and described an “ecological
trap” where regenerating stands attract nesting birds exposed to disproportionately higher predation. Yet little
documentation exists on nest predator identities or numbers.
Nor has there been a quantitative, nest-scale assessment of
habitat and land use factors associated with nesting across
the northeastern US. If some land use practices create conditions more favorable to survival, or if certain wetland
types are of higher quality for breeding, proper conservation
and management might mitigate the RUBL decline. It is
therefore important to include a range of land use types,
forest ages, and wetlands in a larger multi-year, multi-state
study which our team of researchers is currently undertaking. The objective of this proposed project was to collect
information on Adirondack RUBL nest-site habitat characteristics, predator abundance and predator identity to ultimately compare New York to New England sites.
(continued next page)
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Discussion: We found little evidence of Rusty Blackbird
nesting in the Adirondacks in 2012. An early, dry spring
and unusually warm temperatures in the region may have
influenced migrating adults to bypass the Adirondacks to
nest further north. Using Breeding Bird Survey data,
McClure et al. (2012) showed a range retraction of >140km
from the southern limit over the past 40 years. Directional
climate change from the Pacific Decadal Oscillation is implicated in the birds’ shift northward. A high (>80%) probability of extinction at previous RUBL sites estimated by
McClure et al. (2012) effectively erases the Adirondack
region from the rusties’ summer range.
Searching for once-common Rusty Blackbirds can be
equated to looking for the proverbial “needle in a haystack”
because of the habitat types selected by the species and
their breeding ecology. It is possible RUBLs still occupy
some or all of these sites given the birds’ detectability is
low (estimated at 15%; Glennon 2010). The volunteers who
searched for birds are experts and know the sites well; they
found the same detection rate (2 of 13 sites). Similarly, in
an intense field survey in Maine from May-July 2012,
RUBLs were detected at 40 of over 200 wetlands surveyed
(S. Buckley, unpublished data). Rusties, especially males,
generally are visible upon first returning to territories. They
then are quiet for roughly two weeks during incubation,
after which adults can be sighted flying to wetlands to capture invertebrate prey to feed to nestlings. Young birds and
adults typically move around in a family group postfledging, yet none were observed. Adirondack RUBL surveys spanned May-July but there were no sightings of birds
after mid-June. While more surveys might have resulted in
higher occupancy rates, RUBL breeding in 2012 was limited even at sites known to be occupied in recent years.
The threat of nest predators may have influenced
RUBL activity and behavior. While data are still being analyzed, red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) numbers
were far higher in 2012 than 2011 across New England and
camera monitoring revealed red squirrels predated several
nests in Maine this year (S. Buckley, unpublished data).
Researchers found RUBLs in New England were comparatively difficult to locate and monitor in 2012. For example,
a field team surveyed for birds at a site for 30 minutes
(including playing a callback that elicited no response), yet
the adults were observed at the exact spot when the field
team walked back through that site later in the day. Cryptic
or aggressive behavior, especially around the nest, is
thought to be a response to increased predation.
A reduction in suitable emergent wetland habitat may
force RUBLs to select larger complexes, bringing them into
potential competition with other species or conspecifics for
nesting or foraging sites. This dry-year experience is in
sharp contrast to the later snowmelt, abundant smaller wetlands and fewer nest predators of 2011. It is difficult to say
from this limited dataset whether there exists competition
between rusties and other species, predation pressure or
both; these phenomena are being studied with a larger dataset from the Northeastern US.
Habitat change may also be implicated in the lack of
birds. Jablonski (2012) found RUBLs in the Adirondacks

were associated with sparse, mature, living conifers, dense
conifer sapling layers, emergent wetlands with patchy open
water, and limited shrub cover. An association with abandoned beaver-influenced habitats was noted at 4 sites in the
Spring Pond Bog complex in 2008-09. In this study, the
pair of birds was found near an abandoned beaver lodge.
The Wanakena site was flooded and unoccupied in 2012 but
birds were present in 2011 when the emergent wetland was
less inundated. These qualitative data indicate a need to
study hydrology and beaver activity in the Northeast.
In contrast (or in addition) to a northward shift,
RUBL breeding activity may have commenced early due to
the timing of spring onset. There was evidence of behavioral plasticity during spring 2012 (e.g., wood frogs
[Lithobates sylvaticus] began calling three weeks earlier
than average; Adirondack Ecological Center unpublished
data). However, all species do not respond equally to climate change; first arrival dates for the central Adirondacks
showed some migrating birds returned early while several
other species arrived near the mean arrival date
(Adirondack Ecological Center unpublished data). In Spring
Pond Bog, one of the Adirondacks’ highest-quality boreal
wetland complexes (cf. Glennon 2010), RUBLs were detected in early to late June 2008-09 (Jablonski 2012). The
visits in July 2012 may have simply been too late to reliably
detect RUBL presence. It should be noted that this study
was not designed to address timing of arrival.
Results will be presented at the upcoming 2012 Bird Conservation Conference, a meeting including the Audubon
Society, US Fish and Wildlife Service and many members
of the International Rusty Blackbird Technical Working
Group. Data will be factored into regional prioritization and
conservation planning.
Conclusion: The search for Rusty Blackbirds should commence as soon as roads and trails are passable. Repeat visits
should be attempted to increase detectability with the majority of effort occurring in April-June. Because there are
funds remaining and available until August 2013, with
NNYA’s permission I hope to again coordinate volunteers
for the 2013 field season to search the region for RUBLs.
To do so, I will solicit assistance on the NNY-bird listserve
in December 2012-January 2013. I will also contribute an
article for NNYA’s newsletter to promote interest in the
project.
Unfortunately, the outlook for the Rusty Blackbird in
the Adirondacks is not very positive. Despite its decreasing
occurrence in the region, the rusty deserves our attention
and study so that we might better understand how changes
in climate, land use, predation and other factors impact this
boreal wetland denizen as well as other native Adirondack
species.
—Stacy McNulty
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Editor’s Note
Doing the breakfast dishes while frowning and scowling about having had to enter and leave the house by the rear basement
door for the past three weeks because a robin had nested above the light fixture on our front porch, I noticed, in the corner of
my eye, a lovely play of light and shadow on the light pine kitchen cabinet two feet to my left, at eye level, a delicately shimmering chiaroscuro of sunshine and cherry leave shadows that suddenly convulsed violently, and a moment later convulsed
again, inspiring me to snap my head around to discover the cause of the disrupted delicate shimmers—a very young hermit
thrush trying to land on the very end of a cherry tree branch, a branch too small to support its weight. It landed on the
branch and fell off again and again, hovering hysterically, finally taking to a form of cherry flycatching—landing on a nearby
pine branch and then making repeated sorties at the cherries, ultimately nailing them in a spectacularly clumsy performance.
I finished the dishes smiling ear to ear and chastising myself for disparaging mature robins while loving the clumsiness of immature hermit thrushes, as though innocence and experience had radically different emotional values.
The Bioblitz at Intervale Lowlands handily ranks as the event of the season , with an astonishing turnout of naturalists and an equally astonishing roster of species accounts. See Ezra Schwartzberg’s article and lists of Links about the
Bioblitz.
Quite a few NNYA members have queried me about the status of rusty blackbird in the Adirondack Park, and although I’ve printed articles on the subject, most notably Melanie McCormack’s findings, I felt compelled to publish Stacy
McNulty’s report of work she did with a Joseph and Joan Cullman Conservation Foundation/NNYA grant last year. Stacy’s
findings, like Melanie’s, don’t paint a sunny picture of the prospects of rusty blackbirds in the Adirondacks, and it seems the
more I publicize work with this species the more depressed I get about its prospect. No one knows, of course, the fate of any
rapidly declining species, but we deserve to have our suspicions, and I’ll let Stacy articulate what I suspect.
I had a great time a couple years ago at the Paul Smiths Great Adirondack Birding Festival leading a group up the
Whiteface Highway to look for Bicknell’s thrush, in large part for the surprise appearance among the group of Richard
Crossley, the innovative impresario of The Crossley ID Guide series—he proved an outstanding spotter of birds as well as
exemplary company, and I review in this issue with considerable pleasure his latest offering—The Crossley ID Guide: Raptors. The book is at once a stunning photographic and artistic achievement and an armchair, casually erudite explanation of
the finer points of raptor identification.
It gives me great pleasure to offer my profoundest thanks to Charlotte Demers for the job she did as President of
NNYA and to welcome Leah Valerio as her replacement. Over the past few years I’ve worked with Leah and others on a
major Wild Center project, and can attest to her ability to coordinate an extremely complex and intricate project. I have no
doubt that she will flabbergast us all with her professionalism and passion.
—John Thaxton
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